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Presse
von Eva Kess - August 2020 bis Januar 2021

In  der  Dezember-Ausgabe  des  Downbeat-Magazines  erhält  “Sternschnuppen  -  Falling  Stars”  die 
selbe Anzahl Sterne wie das neue Album des armenischen international erfolgreichen und mehrfach 
an Wettbewerben ausgezeichneten Pianisten Tigran Hamasyan, welches den Titel “The Call Within” 
trägt  (Downbeat  S.  46)  und  ebenfalls  wie  “What  Comes  Next”  des  ikonischen  New  Yorker 
Gitarristen Peter Bernstein (S. 48 siehe Links). 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Cadence, the Independent Journal of Creative Improvised Music
since 1976, Portland - Annual Edition:
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UK Vibe, December 2020:
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Midwest Records, Oktober 2020:

EVA KESS/Falling Stars: The vet bass ace combines a jazz trio with a string quartet here 
but she doesn't have them playing against each other as is usual in these jazz/classical 
fusions. The two outfits were envisioned as a unit and assembled as such from the start. 
Rather than call this jazz or classical, I'm going to dub it instrumental music--and a fine 
one at that. Nothing at all like a surfeit of those hokey 60s records you probably think of 
when you think of instrumental music, this is a fine set of solid players showing what they 
can do when given the chance to really strut their stuff on a program of worthy originals. 
(Neuklang 34230)

The Walkers Vol. 62 - 2020: 

Radio RTS “L’Echo des Pavanes” - 2021: 
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Radio SRF 2 hat am 8.2.2022 einen grossen Beitrag mit Interview über den “Inter-Musical 
Love Letter” gesendet.

Grafik: Lisa Laser, Photo: Kyonte Smith
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Melodiva-Spotlight, Januar 2022
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Im Folgenden ein All About Jazz-Artikel vom 16. Juni 2022
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Recording News

Composer Eva Kess Charts An
Expansive New Course On 'Inter-
Musical Love Letter,' To Be
Released July 22 By Unit Records

By TERRI HINTE PUBLICITY 
June 16, 2022  
Sign in to view read count

Bassist and composer Eva Kess doubles down on her already
formidable artistic development with Inter-Musical Love
Letter, slated for a July 22 release on Unit Records. That
“doubling down” is a literal one: Whereas 2020’s
Sternschnuppen: Falling Stars (the Swiss musician’s
trailblazing previous album) featured music for a seven-piece
band, Kess now builds out the ensemble to 14 pieces, again
including the instrumentation of a traditional string quartet. 
 
If Kess’s tool kit has doubled in size, however, her musical lens has widened considerably
more. In addition to strings and rhythm section, the new album’s ensemble includes �ve
horns, vibraphone, guitar, and vocals. Where Sternschnuppen suggested new perspectives
on the fusion of jazz with chamber classical, Inter-Musical Love Letter’s range includes
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I wanted—to create a magical sound with
instruments that blend really well. I really tried to use
the whole spectrum of sound possibilities. Every piece

is di�erent.  
—Eva Kess
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orchestral music, big-band jazz, art song, the standard repertoire, and hip-hop—the last
represented in a remarkable French-language rap by guitarist Cyprien Rochat on the
opening “Peculiar Times.” 
 
“I wanted…to create a magical sound with instruments that blend really well,” Kess says. “I
really tried to use the whole spectrum of sound possibilities, both within one instrument,
showing the whole range and possibilities of sound, as well in the sonic possibilities for
the orchestrations. Every piece is different.” 
 
Unquestionably so. Where “Peculiar Times” is suitably funky and percussive for a hip-hop
setting, “Wondering What Is Coming” is gauzy and ethereal, swaying as if caught in an
updraft. “Magic Mama” is somehow both delicate and �rmly grounded, Jonathan Salvi’s
vibes and Felix Wolf’s drums acting as a bedrock for gradual sonic layering (and a spoken-
word recitation from vocalist Mirjam Hässig). “Inbetween Worlds” �irts with the avant-
garde in its opening string counterpoint, then features a �eet solo by Salvi and a stout-
toned one by bassist Loïc Baillod. (As an instrumentalist, Kess sits out this recording,
busying herself instead with directing the band through her compositions.) 
 
The sole nonoriginal here is the Jimmy Van Heusen and Johnny Burke standard “But
Beautiful.” “I simply love this song,” Kess says. “It’s such a wonderful composition, the
melody and also the lyrics... I tried to make my own version. The chorus is a bit inspired by
Brazilian music.” 
 
The album’s longest track, “Intuitive Love,” is also its most beati�c. Strings and Hässig’s
vocals converge and diverge, a graceful dance that soars into the air when Marco Karrer’s
soprano sax joins the party with Domenic Landolf on tenor sax. 
 
As with so much recent music and art, Inter-Musical Love Letter is a product of the COVID-
19 pandemic. Unable to perform (with her own band or any other) during the worldwide
lockdowns, Kess turned to the one outlet that quarantine couldn’t touch. “I had this
thought that I’m luckily a composer, because everything else was gone,” she says. “With
all this time, this is the perfect moment to create music for a large ensemble.”
 
Eva Kess was born Eva Patricia Kesselring on April 10, 1985, in West Berlin and grew up
in Bern, Switzerland (after spending a few years in Porto Alegre, Brazil). As a child she
played piano, advancing enough that as a young teenager she was able to perform a Bach
concerto with a symphony orchestra. At 17, however, her world shifted radically. First, she
fell in love with the double bass after hearing a street performance by a bass quartet; soon
afterward, a friend took her to her �rst jazz concert, where she fell in love once again. 
 
Taking lessons with bassist Lorenz Beyeler—the bassist she had heard at that �rst jazz
show—and later with fellow Bern bassist Thomas Dürst, Kess made the rounds of the
local jazz scene, acquainting herself with both Bern’s musicians and the American and
European artists who passed through the Swiss capital. She was soon able to form her
own trio of bass, guitar, and trumpet. After studying at the Music Academy of Basel, she
returned to her hometown where she entered the University of the Arts Bern’s prestigious
master’s program in music composition and theory. Among her teachers were
pianist/composers Django Bates and Guillermo Klein, both of whom became her mentors. 
 
In 2010, Kess won a scholarship to study in New York, adding the U.S. to Germany, Brazil,
and Switzerland in her array of musical and cultural experiences. That same year (back in
Switzerland) she also recorded her debut album, Wondering What Is Coming. After seven
years came her long-awaited second recording, Flying Curly, followed by 2019’s
unaccompanied album Bassexperiment, 2020’s Sternschnuppen: Falling Stars, and, now,
Inter-Musical Love Letter.

Visit Website

For more information contact Terri Hinte Publicity.

About Eva Kess
Instrument: Bass
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